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"Changes in metabolism are a key aspect of common health problems like cancer, diabetes, and obesity that have been devastating in Arkansas ... A
core area devoted to data science will be ...
$10M set to aid research center
"Changes in metabolism are a key aspect of common health problems like cancer, diabetes, and obesity that have been devastating in Arkansas ... A
core area devoted to data science will be ...
Federal grant establishes new UA research center
A $10.8 million grant from the National Institutes of Health will enable an interdisciplinary team of researchers at the University of Arkansas ... The
data science core, directed by Justin ...
$10.8 million NIH grant to establish metabolic research center
"Changes in metabolism are a key aspect of common health problems like cancer, diabetes, and obesity that have been devastating in Arkansas ... A
core area devoted to data science will be ...
UA recieves $10M grant for research center
Sal Khan has been as busy as ever. Over the last year, he’s helped Khan Academy manage a three-fold user increase, has grown and developed an
online ...
Sal Khan on Expanding Into Early Learning and Launching a Peer-to-Peer Tutoring Platform
More states are passing the buck on masking requirements to districts—and superintendents say their decisions are bound to displease someone.
Masks or No Masks: School Leaders Say They Can’t Make Anyone Happy
lands that we know are very formally protected," said Mike Frame, who serves as the agency's Core Science Systems associate ... which examines
protections for common plants and animals.
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An abacus for 30x30 acreage? USGS is counting on it
Reducing news to hard lines and side-taking leaves a lot of the story untold. Progress comes from challenging what we hear and considering
different views.
Today’s Premium Stories
Over the past several years, the Walton Family Foundation has enabled the development of science-based tools within the Fieldprint ... The Walton
Family Foundation is, at its core, a family-led ...
Field to Market Awarded Walton Family Foundation Grant to Advance Supply Chain Sustainability Efforts in U.S. Agriculture
On Tuesday, the Arkansas state legislature overrode a ... embraced a set of national education guidelines known as Common Core, the American
right lost their minds, claiming that coastal elites ...
Republicans are waging war against US children: Anti-trans bills part of longstanding GOP campaign
And the problem was the Taylor machine at Frobot’s core. “Holy shit,” O’Sullivan ... automatically detect some of the machine’s common pitfalls as
they happened, and tweak those hidden ...
They Hacked McDonald’s Ice Cream Machines—and Started a Cold War
The storms have been responsible for at least three deaths and dozens of injuries this week, and more than 200,000 customers were without power
from Arkansas to Maryland early Wednesday ...
Sex offender charged with murder in death of Iowa girl, 10
Tyson Fresh Meats, the beef and pork subsidiary of Tyson Foods, Inc. (NYSE: TSN), is putting its support behind a cattle disease traceability program
called U.S. CattleTrace. This makes Tyson the ...
Tyson Foods First Meat Company to Join Cattle Traceability Program
Q1 2021 Earnings CallApr 27, 2021, 4:30 p.m. ETContents: Prepared Remarks Questions and Answers Call Participants Prepared Remarks:
OperatorWelcome to the First Quarter 2021 Stryker Earnings Call.
Stryker Corp (SYK) Q1 2021 Earnings Call Transcript
The EO, titled “Protecting Public Health and the Environment and Restoring Science ... co-plaintiffs are core states of the farmbelt, which are Kansas,
Nebraska, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Montana ...
Biden’s executive order on climate change targets humans
If you’re a male, you’re a male to the core. This is science and logic ... Toni Hasenbeck (R-Elgin), removing the bill from the Common Education
Committee and placing it in the Criminal ...
Oklahoma Republican stands by comments that transgender people “have a mental illness”
The Christian Science Monitor is a peculiar publication ... Already a subscriber? Login Respect is a core civic value to American democracy, but it can
also be used as a tool of repression.
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